LeBron James Answers The Call
The magnitude of the LeBron James story will forever be beyond the documentaries, reports, books, movies,
the Cavs, the Heat, the Lakers, statistics, championships, etc.
Bron Bron, you are the average young man from Akron, Ohio who literally had nothing more than a dream to
ball on the global stage. Your person, heart, commitment, and dedication can clearly be seen via your
ballgame.
It’s crazy because you remain selfless, humble and always approach the game of basketball that you knew as
life with a sense of humility regardless of life and all the hood obstacles good, bad or indifferent.
It’s truly special the way you have matured and have graduated into a global icon not just for the Cavs, the
NBA, or your Nike brand amongst many other business relations and endorsements you wear.
What is just as striking and humbling is to watch you remain at heart that same selfless individual day in and
day out on a global stage be it on the basketball court or in your personal life.
I must emphasize your statistics are beyond belief, however, you as a family man, businessman, and your
foundation’s purpose and contributions exceed any accomplishments witnessed on a basketball court.
Throughout your career all too many times you heard “LeBron go to the rack, stop passin,” etc., however today
we now know that will never happen because to get everyone involved is simply who LeBron is and has been
before the NBA, the foundation or the game of basketball.
I remember when Michael Jordan himself endorsed Bron Bron coming out of high school labeling him the next
phenomenon of the NBA.
2003 Dan Gilbert via his good-luck charm, his son, the Cavs struck gold with the NBA’s number 1 draft pick.
For Bron Bron, a dream come true being selected number 1 by the hometown. Bron Bron immediately made it
clear he was nothing of the norm.
Bron, one of your first bold moves was appointing your high school friends prominent titles over your career.
You stepped outside the box although no one but you understood your vision.
The expectations and promise immediately grew to bring the Cavs championships. Bron Bron, you immediately
answered the call and took the NBA and the sports world by storm.
From 2003 to date, you have solidified the title King especially in Ohio and are in a great position for possibly
more championships.
From the start of the journey, there were ups and downs, heartbreaks, some feel betrayal, clashes of icons and
ownership that led to the economic collapse which graduated to a mutual reunion that led to an economic
boom. The sparkle of hope reappeared in the eyes of Ohioans.

Throughout the process of Bron Bron returning home what is humbling and clear, not only did Bron understand
his worth and purpose LeBron and Dan Gilbert immediately settled past differences to set the tone as family,
business, love, and championships.
The NBA title run of 2016 runs so much deeper than pro sports. At that point in time, it was 52 years since the
state of Ohio saw a title or championship in professional sports.
Today Believerland is real.
LeBron your tears of joy at the end of the 2016 NBA finals clearly separated and showed the two titles won
with the Heat were nothing less than a champion and career fulfilling. However, the championship won for the
Cavs was even more historic and another dream come true. The signature of your legacy and hope was much
needed for the heartbeat of not only Ohioans but of youth abroad.
Today your legacy is solidified and just think, the city of Cleveland was contemplating the thought of removing
the LeBron James building-size image downtown.
Today no one can ever remove that building-size image, Bron Bron is a building himself resting on a
foundation that could withstand Mother Nature’s sunlight, cloudy days and storms.
Will LeBron James’ talents and accomplishments ever surpass those of Michael Jordan, Kobe Bryant, Magic
Johnson, etc., regardless of the ring counts? Many may say no, but it will also be fair to say none of the
mentioned or unmentioned will ever compare to the talents and accomplishments of LeBron James either.
There are divine reasons when roads start to be named after you, when you are getting lifetime billion-dollar
contracts from global brands and so much more. Through it all Bron Bron still remains that same selfless,
young humble kid from Akron focused and ready to assist.
LeBron James thank you for being a beacon of light.
As the founder of Oyezzz at the minimum I will be honored if you would share a word of encouragement for the
youth and adults alike that can be permanently placed with Oyezzz as a daily source of inspiration.
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